Congratulations to Mr. Moy who have passed the instructor's examination of Certified Business
Continuity Professional (CBCP) in August 2019.
The Certified Business Continuity Professional (CBCP) is the most widely recognized and held
business continuity certification in the world. CBCPs are professionals that have demonstrated
both knowledge and skill in the business continuity/disaster recovery industry. For the most part,
these professionals have been working in the industry as leaders and are looking for the
recognition that comes with certification.
CBCP is the accreditation program by DRI International (DRII). It is the non-profit that helps
organizations prepare for and recover from disasters. We achieve this through education,
accreditation, and thought leadership in business continuity and related fields. DRII strives for a
more resilient world.
DRII Founded in 1988, it has more than 15,000 certified individuals in over 100 countries, and
94 percent of all Fortune 100 companies employ DRI certified professionals. In fact, more
individuals are certified by DRI International than by all other organizations in our profession
combined. In addition to certifying individuals, DRI assesses organizations to determine
resilience and offers organizational accreditation.
DRI International Values:















Acceptance, inclusiveness, and the promotion of mutual respect.
Its recognition as the authoritative source and is committed to maintaining a position of
neutrality within the profession so that it may serve as a platform for discussion and
advancement.
Its commitment to legal and ethical practice in providing high-quality business continuity
management.
Networking, collegiality, and collaboration and is committed to maintaining a diverse
network, broadly represented in its governance, committee structure, and programmatic
activities.
Collaboration and partnerships with organizations and agencies, both public and private,
interested in facilitating the institute’s mission and goals worldwide.
The exceptional expertise provided by volunteers and embraces the participation and
support of all its diverse professional network.
Its commitment to maintaining open lines of communication between and among the
leadership and DRI International Certified Professionals, affiliates, and representatives.
Technological innovation and its commitment to providing state-of-the-art technological
and professional education and certification programs that meet the needs of its Certified
Professionals and the broader profession.
The promotion of new ideas and values, the importance of demonstrating proficiency, ongoing professional development, and continuing education.
Compliance with all applicable laws and regulations.
Its commitment to maintaining financial viability, effectively and prudently managing the
institute's resources and operations, and monitoring its strategic plan to meet its mission
and goals.

